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Abstract
Let G = (V + s; E) be a digraph with (s) = (s) which is k-edge-connected in V . Mader
(European J. Combin. 3 (1982) 63) proved that there exists a pair vs; st of edges which can
be “split o8”, that is, which can be replaced by a new edge vt, preserving k-edge-connectivity
in V . Such a pair is called admissible. We extend this theorem by showing that for more than
(s)=2 edges vs there exist at least (s)=2 edges st such that vs and st form an admissible pair.
We apply this result to the problem of splitting o8 edges in G when a prespeci<ed bipartition
V = A ∪ B is also given and no edge can be split o8 with both endvertices in A or both in B.
We prove that an admissible pair satisfying the bipartition constraints exists if (s)¿ 2k + 1.
Based on this result we develop a polynomial algorithm which gives an almost optimal solution
to the bipartition constrained edge-connectivity augmentation problem. In this problem we are
given a directed graph H = (V; E), a bipartition V = A ∪ B and a positive integer k; the goal is
to <nd a smallest set F of edges for which H ′ = (V; E ∪ F) is k-edge-connected and no edge
of the augmenting set F has both endvertices in A or both in B. Our algorithm adds at most k
edges more than the optimum. ? 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In the edge-connectivity augmentation problem we are given a directed or undirected
graph G=(V; E) and a positive integer k; the goal is to <nd a smallest set F of edges
on the vertex-set V for which G′ = (V; E ∪ F) is k-edge-connected.
This optimization problem has practical applications in the design of reliable net-
works [7] and statics [1]. In the latter paper [1] a generalization of the above problem,
the so-called edge-connectivity augmentation problem with partition constraints was
solved, where a partition P={P1; : : : ; Pr} (r¿ 2) of V is also given and the additional
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requirement is that each edge of the augmenting set F must connect di8erent classes of
P. Taking r=|V | gives the original (or in other words unconstrained) edge-connectivity
augmentation problem as a special case. The case r = 2 is the bipartition-constrained
problem. A special case of the bipartition constrained problem is the version where
G is a bipartite graph or digraph with bipartition V = (A; B) and P = {A; B}. In this
problem the goal is to increase the edge-connectivity of a bipartite graph or digraph
while preserving bipartiteness. The undirected version of this problem corresponds to
increasing the rigidity of a square grid framework by adding a smallest set of extra
diagonal rods (see [1] and [11] for more details). The directed version is also interesting
since it corresponds to increasing the rigidity of such a framework by adding a smallest
set of extra diagonal cables.
For k = 1 the partition-constrained augmentation problem for digraphs has been
solved: a linear time algorithm and a min–max formula are given in [5]. The results in
[5] show that a complete solution to the directed version of the partition-constrained
augmentation problem for arbitrary k¿ 1 is probably even more complex than the
solution of the undirected version in [1]. In the present paper we prove several new
results on splitting o8 edges in digraphs. These may be important ingredients of a
complete solution to the augmentation problem. Based on these new results we de-
velop a polynomial algorithm which gives a solution to the bipartition-constrained
augmentation problem for arbitrary k¿ 1 with size at most k more than the
optimum.
Note that a complete solution to the unconstrained directed edge-connectivity aug-
mentation problem was given by Frank [2]. (For further results on connectivity aug-
mentation problems see the survey paper [3].)
Our goal is to formulate and prove the directed counterparts of the main results of
[1]. As we shall see, several subproblems become more diNcult in the directed case
and in some cases the results obtained are substantially di8erent. As in [1] (and [2])
we use the so-called splitting o8 method to attack the augmentation problem. This
requires an extension of an earlier splitting o8 theorem due to Mader. This result can
be found in Section 2. In Section 3 we investigate maximal sequences of splittings
satisfying the bipartition constraints. Then we present a lower bound  for the size of
a solution to the bipartition constrained augmentation problem and brieOy describe a
polynomial algorithm which outputs an augmenting set with size at most + k. These
results are in Section 4. The last section is devoted to a conjecture.
The rest of this section contains some basic facts and notation. Let G = (V; E) be
a directed multigraph (or digraph, for short). A subpartition of V is a collection of
pairwise disjoint subsets of V . A set consisting of a single vertex v is simply denoted
by v. A (directed) edge joining vertices x and y is denoted by xy, where x is the tail
and y is the head of xy. Sometimes xy will refer to an arbitrary copy of the parallel
edges between x and y but this will not cause any confusion. Adding or deleting an
edge e in a digraph G is often denoted by G + e or G − e, respectively. Two sets
X; Y ⊆ V are intersecting if X −Y , Y −X and X ∩Y are all nonempty. If, in addition,
V − (X ∪ Y ) is also nonempty then X and Y are crossing.
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Let (X ) and (X ) denote the in-degree and the out-degree of a set X ⊆ V , re-
spectively. For two disjoint subsets X; Y of vertices let (X; Y ) ((X; Y )) denote the
number of edges with tail in X and head in Y (tail in Y and head in X , respectively).
Thus (X ) = (X; V − X ). Let d(X; Y ) = (X; Y ) + (X; Y ). A digraph G = (V; E) is
k-edge-connected if (X )¿ k for all ∅ 	=X ⊂ V: The in- and out-degree functions
satisfy the following well-known inequalities.
Proposition 1.1. Let H = (V; E) be a digraph. For arbitrary subsets X; Y ⊆ V;
(X ) + (Y )¿ (X ∩ Y ) + (X ∪ Y ); and
(X ) + (Y )¿ (X ∩ Y ) + (X ∪ Y ): (1)
If (X ∩ Y ) = (X ∩ Y ) holds then
(X ) + (Y ) = (X − Y ) + (Y − X ) + d(X ∩ Y; V − (X ∪ Y )); and
(X ) + (Y ) = (X − Y ) + (Y − X ) + d(X ∩ Y; V − (X ∪ Y )): (2)
The operation splitting o> a pair of edges vs; st (v 	= t) at a vertex s means that
we replace these two edges by a new edge vt. (In the presence of parallel edges one
splitting operation replaces only one copy of each of vs; st.) The notation Gv; t denotes
the digraph obtained after splitting o8 the edges vs; st in G (the vertex s will always
be clear from the context). A complete splitting at a vertex s (with (s) = (s)) is a
sequence of (s) splittings of pairs of edges incident to s.
2. An extension of Mader’s splitting o theorem
In this section let s be a speci<ed vertex of a digraph G = (V + s; E) with degree
functions ;  such that (s) = (s) and for which the following holds:
(X )¿ k for all ∅ 	=X ⊂ V; (3)
(X )¿ k for all ∅ 	=X ⊂ V: (4)
A pair vs; st of edges is admissible in G if Gv; t still satis<es (3) and (4). In this
case we say that st (vs) is an admissible partner of vs (st, respectively). A nonempty
proper subset X ⊂ V is in-critical if (X ) = k and out-critical if (X ) = k. A set X
which is either in-critical or out-critical (or both) is called critical. It is easy to see
that the pair vs; st is not admissible if and only if some critical set contains both t
and v.
Mader proved the following basic result on the existence of an admissible pair. For
a short proof see Frank [2].
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Fig. 1. A digraph G = (V + s; E) (satisfying (3) and (4) with respect to k = 1) where there is only one
admissible pair containing the edge st (and similarly for vs). The in-critical set X shows that there are no
admissible partners us with u∈X . Such examples exist for every k¿ 1 and arbitrarily large (s) = (s).
Theorem 2.1 (Mader [9]). Let G=(V + s; E) be a digraph with (s)=(s) for which
every ∅ 	=X ⊂ V satis?es (3) and (4). Then
(a) for every edge st there exists an edge vs such that the pair vs; st is admissible;
(b) the edges entering and leaving s can be matched into (s) pairs so that splitting
o> all the pairs results in a k-edge-connected digraph on vertex set V .
Note that in Theorem 2.1 statement (b) follows easily by repeated applications of
(a). A pairing of the edges incident to s whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem
2.1(b) is called a complete admissible splitting. Observe that the pairs of a com-
plete admissible splitting can be split o8 (maintaining (3) and (4)) in an arbitrary
order.
The undirected analogue of this theorem was proved earlier by Lov(asz [8]. He
showed that if an undirected graph H = (V + s; E) is given with a speci<ed vertex s
such that d(X )¿ k for all ∅ 	=X ⊂ V for some k¿ 2, and d(s) is even, then every
edge st has an admissible partner vs (that is, splitting o8 st and vs preserves d(X )¿ k
for all ∅ 	=X ⊂ V ). As it was observed in [1, Theorem 2:12(b)] (see also [10]) the
number of admissible partners of an edge st is at least d(s)=2 (d(s)=2 − 1) if k is
even (k is odd, respectively). This strengthening was essential in the solution of the
partition-constrained splitting o8 and augmentation problems in undirected graphs [1].
In a digraph G = (V + s; E) there may be edges st with precisely one admissible
partner, see Fig. 1. Note that there must be at least one admissible partner for each st
by Theorem 2.1(a). However, a kind of strengthening can still be proved, as we shall
see in the next lemma.
The following proposition is due to Frank [2, Proposition 3:6].
Proposition 2.2. Let A; B be intersecting critical sets. Then either (i) A∪B is critical
or (ii) B− A is critical and d(A ∩ B; V + s− (A ∪ B)) = 0.
Let d:=(s)=(s). An edge st (or vs) is strong in G if it has at least d=2 admissible
partners. Otherwise st (vs) is weak. Let t(G) (h(G)) denote the number of weak
edges with tail (head, respectively) s in G and let T :={t ∈V : st ∈E; st is weak} and
H :={v∈V : vs∈E; vs is weak}.
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Lemma 2.3. (a) If t(G)¿ 0 (h(G)¿ 0) then there exists a unique maximal critical
set MT (MH ) with T ⊆ MT (H ⊆ MH ; respectively).
(b) t(G)¡d=2 and h(G)¡d=2.
(c) If t(G)¿ 0 (h(G)¿ 0) then there exist more than d=2 edges with tail (head;
respectively) s which have more than d=2 admissible partners each.
(d) If t(G)¿ 0 and h(G)¿ 0 then d(MT ∩MH ; s) = 0.
Proof. If there exists a critical set X ′ with u∈X ′ for some edge su then Proposition
2.2 implies that the union Mu of the critical sets containing u is also critical. If there
is no critical set containing u then let Mu:=∅. Thus the edges vs for which vs; su is
an admissible pair are precisely those for which v∈V −Mu. Hence su is weak if and
only if (s; V −Mu)¡d=2.
Claim 2.4. For a critical set M we have (s;M)6 (s; V −M).
Proof. First suppose M is out-critical. Then k6 (V−M)=(M+s)=(M)−(s;M)+
(s; V −M)=k−(s;M)+(s; V −M) and hence (s; V −M)¿ (s;M). This implies
(s;M)=(s)−(s; V−M)6 (s)−(s;M)=(s)−((s)−(s; V−M))=(s; V−M),
as required.
Now suppose M is in-critical. Then k6 (V −M) = (M + s) = (M)− (s;M) +
(s; V −M) = k − (s;M) + (s; V −M) and hence (s;M)6 (s; V −M).
By directional symmetry it is enough to prove (a), (b) and (c) for t(G) only. To
prove (a) suppose that t(G)¿ 0 and let us de<ne T′:={X ⊂ V : X = Mu for some
u∈T} and let T contain the (inclusionwise) maximal members of T′. If |T|=1 then
(a) follows immediately. Now suppose |T|¿ 2 and let us take two di8erent members
Mu;Mw of T. These sets are either intersecting or disjoint. If they are intersecting then
the maximality of Mu and Proposition 2.2 imply d(Mu ∩Mw; V + s− (Mu ∪Mw)) = 0.
This equality is obvious if Mu ∩Mw = ∅.
Thus (s;Mu ∩Mw) = 0. From this and the fact that su and sw are weak, we obtain
(s)¿ (s;Mu) + (s;Mw)¿d=2 + d=2 = d, a contradiction. This shows (a).
To see (b) and (c) suppose that t(G)¿ 0 and let MT be the unique maximal critical
set with T ⊆ MT . For this set we have t(G)=(s;MT )6 (s; V−MT )¡d=2 by Claim
2:4. This implies (b). By (a) and (b) we have (MT ; s)¿d=2 and (s; V −MT )¿d=2.
We claim that a pair su; vs is admissible if u∈V−MT and v∈MT . For otherwise there
exists a critical set X with u; v∈X , contradicting the maximality of MT by Proposition
2.2. Thus every edge su with u∈V−MT has more than d=2 admissible partners, which
gives (c).
Finally, suppose that t(G); h(G)¿ 0 and d(MT ∩MH ; s)¿ 1. Then Proposition 2.2
and the maximality of MT and MH implies MT =MH . However, (b) implies (s;MT )
¡d=2 and, on the other hand, (s; V − MT ) = (s; V − MH )¡d=2 since the edges
from MH to s are weak. Hence d= (s) = (s;MT ) + (s; V −MT )¡d follows. This
contradiction proves (d).
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3. Maximal splitting sequences with bipartition constraints
In this section we focus on the problem of splitting o> with partition constraints in
digraphs. In this problem we are given a digraph G=(V + s; E) with (s)=(s) satis-
fying (3) and (4) with respect to some k¿ 1, and a partition P={P1; : : : ; Pr} (r¿ 2)
of V . A pair vs; st is legal in G if it is admissible and v and t are from di8erent classes
of P. In other words, a splitting (or pair) is legal if and only if it is admissible and
satis<es the partition constraints. The goal is to decide if there exists a complete legal
splitting, that is, a complete admissible splitting consisting of legal pairs only (and to
<nd a general description of those certi<cates which show that a digraph G has no
complete legal splitting, if this is the case). Since we are primarily interested in the
bipartition constrained case of this problem, we shall only deal with the case r=2 and
denote the given bipartition by V = A ∪ B.
For convenience we introduce the following notation: given a digraph G as above,
let A=(s; A), B=(s; B), A= (s; A) and B= (s; B). Clearly, (s)=A+B and
(s) = A + B.
If there is a complete legal splitting at s then we must have
A = B and B = A: (5)
In what follows we shall assume that (5) holds in G. By Theorem 2.1(b) we
may also assume A; B ¿ 0 (since otherwise a complete legal splitting obviously
exists).
Lemma 3.1. There is no legal pair in G if and only if there exists a unique pair
M1; M2 of maximal critical sets satisfying M1∪M2 =V; d(M1∩M2; s)=0 and (M1∩
A; s) = (M2 ∩ B; s) = (M1 ∩ B; s) = (M2 ∩ A; s) = d=2.
Proof. The if direction is easy to see. Suppose that there is no legal pair in G. Without
loss of generality we may assume A¿ B and hence A¿d=2. Thus by Lemma 2.3(b)
there exists a strong edge vs with v∈A. By our assumption vs is not admissible with
an edge su if u∈B. Since vs is strong this implies B6d=2 and hence A¿d=2. By
Lemma 2.3(b) there exists a strong edge sw with w∈A. Since there is no legal split,
sw is not admissible with an edge zs if z ∈B. This gives B6d=2.
Combining these inequalities with (5) we obtain d=26 A = B6d=2 and d=26
A = B6d=2 and hence A = B = A = B = d=2 follows. Furthermore, since there is
no legal pair, no edge has more than d=2 admissible partners. From this Lemma 2.3(c)
gives t(G) = h(G) = 0 and shows that every edge incident to s is in precisely d=2
admissible pairs and a pair st; vs is admissible if and only if t; v∈A or t; v∈B holds.
This implies that for an arbitrary pair of edges su; sw, u; w∈A the maximal critical sets
Mu, Mw intersect. Namely, they both contain the tails of the edges from B to s. By
Proposition 2.2 this gives Mu=Mw and hence there is a unique maximal critical set M1
containing the heads of the edges from s to A and the tails of the edges from B to s.
A similar argument shows that there is a unique maximal critical set M2 containing the
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heads of the edges from s to B and the tails of the edges from A to s. The maximality
of M1 and Proposition 2.2 imply d(M1 ∩M2; s) = 0.
To prove M1 ∪ M2 = V suppose, without loss of generality, that (M1) = k. Then
(V−M1)=(M1)+((V−M1)∩A; s)+((V−M1)∩B; s)−(M1∩A; s)−(M1∩B; s)=k
and hence V −M1 is also critical. Since M2 is maximal and d((V −M1)∩M2; s)¿ 1,
this gives V −M1 ⊆ M2 and hence M1 ∪M2 = V follows.
Therefore M1 and M2 satisfy all the required properties.
A pair of critical sets M1; M2 with the properties described in Lemma 3.1 is called
a blocking pair in G. We shall assume that in a blocking pair M1; M2 the <rst set M1
contains the tails of the edges from B to s and the heads of the edges from s to A and
M2 contains the tails of the edges from A to s and the heads of the edges from s to B.
The next two observations are straightforward from Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 2.2.
Corollary 3.2. If there is no legal pair in G then (a) there exists a unique blocking
pair M1; M2 in G; (b) d= (s) = (s) is even.
The following corollary of Lemma 3.1 shows that all but 4k edges incident to s can
always be split o8 satisfying the bipartition constraints.
Theorem 3.3. If (s) = (s)¿ 2k + 1 then there exists a legal pair in G.
Proof. If there is no legal pair then there exists a blocking pair M1; M2 of critical
sets by Lemma 3.1 and hence (s)=26min{(M1); (M1)} = k holds. This implies
(s)6 2k.
The bound 2k+1 is best possible. Note that in the undirected case the corresponding
value does not depend on k: [1, Lemma 3:3] proves that a legal pair exists provided
d(s)¿ 6.
4. Directed edge-connectivity augmentation with bipartition constraints
This section deals with the directed edge-connectivity augmentation problem with
bipartition constraints. Suppose we are given a digraph H = (V; E) to be augmented
along with a bipartition V = A ∪ B and a target number k¿ 1. Our goal is to <nd a
smallest set F of new edges for which H ′ = (V; E ∪ F) is k-edge-connected and such
that for every edge xy of F either x∈A; y∈B or x∈B; y∈A hold.
Let us denote the size of a smallest augmenting set by OPTkA;B(H). The optimum
value of the unconstrained augmentation problem is denoted by OPTk(H). Clearly,
OPTk(H)6OPTkA;B(H). We introduce the following parameters.
• %+(H) = max {∑ (k − H (Xi)) :X1; : : : ; Xt is a subpartition of V} ;
• %−(H) = max {∑ (k − H (Xi)) :X1; : : : ; Xt is a subpartition of V} ;
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• '+A (H) = max {
∑
(k − H (Xi)) :X1; : : : ; Xr is a subpartition of A} ;
• '−A (H) = max {
∑
(k − H (Xi)) :X1; : : : ; Xr is a subpartition of A} :
The numbers '+B (H) and '
−
B (H) are de<ned analogously. Let
kA;B(H) = max{%+(H); %−(H); '+A (H) + '−A (H); '+B (H) + '−B (H)}:
It is easy to see that OPTk(H)¿max{%+(H); %−(H)}. In the partition-constrained
problem we get the following lower bound.
Lemma 4.1. OPTkA;B(H)¿
k
A;B(H):
There are examples showing OPTkA;B ¿
k
A;B may occur. On the other hand, we
shall see that this “subpartition-type” lower bound kA;B cannot be less than OPT
k
A;B −
k. Our proof is based on Frank’s algorithm which <nds an optimal solution for the
unconstrained augmentation problem. This algorithm uses the splitting o8 operation and
Theorem 2.1 as the main tool. We now summarize Frank’s algorithm [2].
Frank’s algorithm
Phase 1: Starting with the given digraph H =(V; E) and integer k, add a new vertex
s to V and an inclusionwise minimal set Fi of new edges from s to some vertices of
V such that in the resulting digraph (3) is satis<ed.
Phase 2: Add an inclusionwise minimal set Fo of new edges from some vertices of
V to s such that in the resulting digraph (4) is satis<ed. Let d:=max{|Fi|; |Fo|}. Add
d − |Fi| edges from s to arbitrary vertices of V . Add d − |Fo| edges from arbitrary
vertices of V to s. Let H ′ denote the <nal digraph.
Remark. It is clear that Fi and Fo exist. It was shown in [2] that there exists a
subpartition F= {X1; : : : ; Xt} of V such that
H ′(s) = H ′(s) = max
{
t∑
1
(k − H (Xi));
t∑
1
(k − H (Xi))
}
: (6)
Phase 3: Split o8 admissible pairs of edges incident to s in arbitrary order, main-
taining (3) and (4). When s becomes isolated, delete s.
In the third phase every edge can be split o8 by Theorem 2.1. The resulting digraph is
an optimal k-edge-connected augmentation of H since OPTk(H)¿max{%+(H); %−(H)}
¿ H ′(s) by (6).
Let us return to the partition-constrained problem. Following Frank’s algorithm we
can add a new vertex s to H and a minimal set of new edges incident to s such that
the resulting digraph G = (V + s; E + F) satis<es (3) and (4) and such that (s) =
(s) = max{%+(H); %−(H)}, where  and  denote the in- and out-degree functions
in G. Such a G is called an extension of H . We say that an edge st ∈F is essential
in G = (V + s; E + F) if deleting st violates (3). It is easy to see that an edge st
is essential if and only if there exists an in-critical set X with t ∈X . Moreover, the
minimal in-critical set X ′ with t ∈X ′ is unique by (1) and Proposition 2.2.
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Similarly, vs is essential if G − vs violates (4). Observe that either all edges with
tail s or all edges with head s are essential in an extension of H .
Lemma 4.2. Let st ∈F be an essential edge and let X be an inclusionwise minimal
in-critical set subject to t ∈X . Then G − st + su satis?es (3) for every u∈X .
Proof. If G′:=G− st + su does not satisfy (3) then there exists an in-critical set Y in
G which contains t but not u. By the minimality of X we get Y −X 	= ∅. If X ∪Y 	=V
then by (1) we obtain (X ∩ Y ) = k, contradicting the minimality of X . If X ∪ Y = V
then by (2), applied to V+s−X and V+s−Y , we get d(s; X ∩Y )=0. This contradicts
the existence of the edge st.
Let A; B; A; B be de<ned in G as in Section 3.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that each edge st with t ∈A is essential in G and the corre-
sponding minimal in-critical set Xt satis?es Xt ⊆ A. Then '+A (H)¿ A.
Proof. Take a smallest subfamily C of in-critical subsets of A whose members cover
each vertex of {t ∈A: st ∈F}. By our assumptions such a family exists. Suppose that
two sets X ′; X ′′ ∈C intersect. Then, since B 	= ∅, (1) implies (X ′ ∪ X ′′) = k, contra-
dicting the fact that |C| is as small as possible. Thus C is a subpartition of A and
hence G(s; A) =
∑
X∈C(k − H (X ))6 '+A (H).
Lemma 4.4. There exists an extension G=(V +s; E+F) of H satisfying (3); (4) and
(s) = (s) which satis?es (5) and (s)6kA;B(H); as well.
Proof. Let us consider an extension G=(V + s; E+F) satisfying (3), (4), (s)= (s)
and (s)6kA;B(H) for which |A − B|(=|B − A|) is as small as possible. As we
remarked earlier, there exists an extension G′ of H and G′(s)6max{%+(H); %−(H)}
6kA;B(H). Thus G exists. Without loss of generality suppose f(G):=A− B = A−
B ¿ 0. By Lemma 4.2 we can replace edges of the form st, t ∈A or vs, v∈A by
edges su or ws, u; w∈B and hence decrease f(G) preserving all the necessary pa-
rameters unless for each edge of this form the (unique) minimal in-critical set Xt
(out-critical set Xv) is a subset of A. However, in this latter case by Lemma 4.3
we have kA;B(H)¿ '
+
A (H) + '
−
A (H)¿ A + A¿(s) = (s). Thus by adding two
edges, one from s to B and one from B to s, we can decrease f(G) without violating
(s)6kA;B(H) and preserving (s) = (s). This contradiction shows f(G) = 0 and
hence G satis<es (5). This proves the lemma.
An extension G= (V + s; E + F) of H = (V; E) satisfying (5) and G(s)6kA;B(H)
is called a balanced extension of H .
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Lemma 4.5. OPTkA;B(H)− kA;B(H)6 k for every k¿ 1.
Proof. Let us take a balanced extension G = (V + s; E + F) of H . Such G exists by
Lemma 4.4. By splitting o8 legal pairs at s as long as possible either we obtain a
complete legal splitting or we get stuck in a digraph G′ where a blocking pair M1; M2
exists by Lemma 3.1. If there is a complete legal splitting then the resulting digraph on
V is a k-edge-connected augmentation of H satisfying the bipartition constraints and
the number of new edges (produced by the splittings) equals G(s)6kA;B(H), since
G is balanced. By Lemma 4.1 this shows that we have found a smallest augmenting
set and OPTkA;B(H)=
k
A;B(H). In the latter case, when G
′ still has some edges incident
to s, Theorem 3.3 shows G′(s) = G′(s)6 2k.
We shall prove that a complete legal splitting can be obtained by iteratively adding
some more extra edges incident to s and then splitting o8 legal pairs. More precisely, by
adding two appropriate extra edges (one from V to s and one from s to V ) whenever
we get stuck with a blocking pair we can obtain a digraph where a sequence of
legal splittings of length at least three exists. By performing these legal splittings and
adding new edges iteratively we add at most G′(s)=26 k new edges with head (tail,
respectively) s while we split o8 all the edges incident to s. This shows that the
resulting augmenting set has size at most G(s) + k6kA;B(H) + k.
In the rest of the proof we show how to add the two extra edges appropriately and
why the required sequence of three legal splittings exists in the new digraph.
The addition rule is the following: if we detect a blocking pair M1; M2 in the current
G′, we add an edge xs from A−M2 to s and add an edge sy from s to B−M2. (Observe
that A − M2 	= ∅ 	=B − M2 by Lemma 3.1.) Let the new digraph be Ge. Clearly, the
pair xs; sz is legal for each edge sz of Ge with z ∈M2 ∩ B (by the maximality of M2
and by Proposition 2.2). We claim that after splitting o8 such a pair xs; sz in Ge with
z ∈M2 ∩ B, the pair rs; sy is legal for each edge rs of Gex;z with r ∈M2 ∩ A. Indeed,
otherwise there would be a critical set P in Gex;z with r; y∈P and this P would be
critical in Ge and in G′, too, unless x; z ∈P. The criticality of P in G′ contradicts
the maximality of M2, thus we may assume x; z ∈P. Now we have x; y; z; r ∈P and P
cannot be critical in G′ by the maximality of M2. Hence by adding the two extra edges
we get min{Ge(P); Ge(P)}¿ k + 2 and therefore after splitting o8 the pair xs; sz, P
cannot be critical, a contradiction.
Now by splitting o8 such a pair rs; sy in Gex;z, we obtain a digraph G
′′ where
G′′(s)=G′(s)− 1 holds. By Corollary 3.2 if there is no legal pair then (s) must be
even. Thus G′(s) is even and hence G′′(s) is odd. Thus there exists a legal pair in
G′′, showing that there exists a sequence of three legal splittings in Ge, as required.
The special case k = 1 of Lemma 4.5 was proved previously in [5]. Note also that
the “gap” k in Lemma 4.5 is sharp, as shown by the digraph T consisting of two
disjoint groups of k parallel edges (one connecting x to y and one connecting v to
w), where A = {x; w}, B = {y; v}. It is easy to see that kA;B(T ) = 2k. Since every
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augmenting set has to contain at least k edges leaving {w} and {x; y} and at least k
edges entering {x} (and these edges are all distinct due to the bipartition constraints)
we get OPTkA;B(T )¿ 3k.
Note that the corresponding lemma ([1, Lemma 5.1]) claims that in the undirected
case the di8erence between a similar subpartition-type lower bound ′ and the corre-
sponding optimum value is at most one for every k¿ 2 (and for an arbitrary partition).
In that case the graphs which need ′+1 edges were completely characterized by means
of two “bad con<gurations”.
We close this section by some algorithmic remarks. It is easy to verify that our
proofs give rise to an algorithm which <nds a solution (an augmenting set F satisfying
the bipartition constraints) of size at most |F |6kA;B + k6OPTkA;B + k. This almost
optimal solution can be found in polynomial time (polynomial in n:=|V |, m:=|E|
and k) by using max-Oow computations. The basic steps of such an algorithm (for
the unconstrained problem) have been described in [2]. The details of an eNcient
implementation of our algorithm are omitted. We remark that Frank’s algorithm has
running time O(n5). Later Gabow [4] gave a di8erent algorithm for the unconstrained
augmentation problem with running time O(k2(m+ kn)log2 n).
5. A conjecture on the existence of a complete legal splitting sequence
The next step towards the complete solution of the bipartition-constrained edge-
connectivity augmentation problem of digraphs (provided we use the splitting o8
method) would be a characterization of those digraphs G = (V + s; E) which do not
have a complete legal splitting at s. In the undirected case such a characterization was
given by describing those “obstacles” which preclude the existence of a complete legal
splitting [1]. While in the undirected case certain parity arguments lead to the prob-
lematic cases, it seems the obstacles in the directed case look di8erent. In this section
we de<ne such an obstacle and conjecture that there are no other types of obstacles.
To provide some evidence supporting the conjecture we shall verify it for k = 1.
In this section let G = (V + s; E) be a digraph satisfying (3) and (4) with respect
to some given k¿ 1 and for which (5) and (s) = (s) hold as well. We also assume
that we are given a bipartition V = A ∪ B.
De-nition. A set ∅ 	=X ⊂ V is called an obstacle in G if one of the following holds:
min{(X ); (X )}6 k + ((X ∩ A; s)− (B− X; s))− 1; (7)
min{(X ); (X )}6 k + ((X ∩ A; s)− (B− X; s))− 1: (8)
Similarly, X is an obstacle if one of (7) or (8) holds by interchanging A and B.
An obstacle is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. An example of an obstacle X in a digraph G=(V + s; E) satisfying (3) and (4) with respect to k=5.
The two boxes represent 6-edge-connected subdigraphs and the bold arrow represents 6 parallel edges. The
bipartition V = A ∪ B is also indicated. Note that there is no critical set in V and the only subsets of V
which violate (3) or (4) in G − s are X and V − X .
Lemma 5.1. There is no complete legal splitting at s if G = (V + s; E) contains an
obstacle.
Proof. Let X be an obstacle in G and suppose that there exists a complete legal
splitting at s. By symmetry we may assume that X satis<es (7). Due to the bipartition
constraints every edge vs with v∈X ∩A must have a pair st with t ∈B in the complete
legal splitting. Among these edges there are at most (B − X; s) which have a pair st
with t ∈B − X and hence there are at least (X ∩ A; s) − (B − X; s) pairs vs; st for
which v; t ∈X . Each of these splittings within X reduces the in- and out-degree of X
by one. Therefore (7) implies that after executing the complete splitting sequence X
has in- or out-degree less than k, a contradiction.
Conjecture. There exists a complete legal splitting at s if and only if there is no
obstacle in G.
In the rest of this section we verify the conjecture for k = 1 based on some results
from [5], where a complete solution for the (bi)partition-constrained edge-connectivity
augmentation problem was given for digraphs in the case of k = 1 (that is, when the
goal is to make the digraph strongly connected). Note that the solution in [5] does
not rely on the splitting o8 method and does not include an (explicit) solution for the
partition-constrained splitting o8 problem for k=1. Now let us recall the relevant facts
proved in [5]. Let H = (V; E) be an acyclic digraph. For a set X of vertices of H let
X+ (X−) denote the set of all sources (sinks, respectively) in X . For some ∅ 	=X ⊆ V
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let R−(X ) denote the set of all sinks that can be reached from some source of X .
R+(X ) denotes the set of all sources that can reach some sink of X .
De-nition ([5]). An acyclic digraph H = (V; E) with bipartition V = A ∪ B is a
1-blocker if for some of the bipartition classes, say for class A, (i) |A+| + |A−|¿
max{|V+|; |V−|; |B+|+ |B−|}; (ii) A+; V − A+ 	= ∅; (iii) R−(A) ⊆ B.
[5, Lemma 3:4] implies the following.
Lemma 5.2 ([5]). An acyclic digraph H=(V; E) without isolated vertices can be made
strongly connected satisfying the bipartition constraints by adding max{|V+|; |V−|;
|A+|+ |A−|; |B+|+ |B−|} edges if and only if H is not a 1-blocker.
Lemma 5.3. The Conjecture holds for k = 1.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 it is enough to prove that if there exists no complete legal
splitting at s then G=(V+s; E) contains an obstacle. Suppose that there is no complete
legal splitting at s in G.
First we show that the existence of a complete splitting at s is equivalent to the
existence of an augmenting set F which makes a certain acyclic digraph strongly
connected. To see this <rst let us subdivide each edge st of G by a new vertex t′
and let t′ ∈A (t′ ∈B) if t ∈A (t ∈B, respectively). Then subdivide each edge vs of
G similarly. Let the resulting digraph be G′. After these steps let us contract each
strongly connected component of G′ − s in G′. The digraph G′′ obtained this way has
the following properties: (i) G′′− s is acyclic, (ii) G′′− s has no isolated vertices, (iii)
an edge st (vs) is present in G′′ if and only if t (v) is a source (sink, respectively) in
G′′− s, (iv) G′′ satis<es (3), (4), G′′(s)=G′′(s) and (5); (v) G has a complete legal
splitting if and only if G′′ has a complete legal splitting. Let H :=G′′ − s. The above
properties imply that H is an acyclic digraph with |V+|=|V−|=|A+|+|A−|=|B+|+|B−|.
It is easy to see that H can be made strongly connected (satisfying the bipartition
constraints) by adding |V+| edges if and only if G′′ has a complete legal splitting.
Thus our assumption implies that H is a 1-blocker. Without loss of generality this
means R−(A) ⊆ B in H . Let X be the set of vertices which are reachable from some of
the sources of A+. By our assumptions ∅ 	=A− ⊆ V −X . Clearly H (X )=0. Therefore
we have min{G′′(X ); G′′(X )}=G′′(X )=G′′(X ∩B; s). Since G′′(X ∩A; s)−G′′(B−
X; s) = G′′(X ∩B; s) by (5), it follows that X satis<es (8) and hence X is an obstacle
in G′′. It is easy to see that X corresponds to an obstacle in G, proving that there
exists an obstacle in G, as required.
In a recent paper [6] we generalized the results of [5] and solved the problem of
optimally increasing the edge-connectivity of a digraph by one by adding new edges
that satisfy given partition constraints. An argument analogous to that of Lemma 5.3,
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based on these new results, shows that the Conjecture holds if G − s is (k − 1)-
edge-connected (e.g., for any graph if k = 1).
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